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The demand is here! These days more than two-thirds of all the hotels in europe offer free Wifi to their guests. In Germany it is 60 percent.
If you´re not offering this service yet, we can provide you with our knowledge and help. You may be certain that this step will pay off!

62%

PERSONAL TRAVELERS

74%

BUSINESS CANVASSER

According to a study, more than 64% of the interviewed hotel guests wish to have free Wifi access.
This request is the top priority, even more important than free parking slots or a room-upgrade.
Two-thirds of all travelers consider Wifi as the most important free service feature.
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Wifi guarantees more guests, higher satisfaction
and more security. That ensures more sales!

Increase the satisfaction and retention period of your guests and be silhouetted against your competitors by offering free internet access
that follows all of the legal requirements. Whether it´s about a hotel, guest house, bar, campsite or swimming pool – your guests will be excited!

ALL-HS02530
Two antennas
for a wide reach
Comfort
for guests
3 buttons
for receipt printout

RECEIPT PRINTOUT
BETTER OVERVIEW
MORE INFORMATION
MORE GUESTS

Offer your guests additional service, whether free or for a fee.
You can increase the retention period significantly with a
professional Wifi offer and therefore generate more turnover
and write it of the costs again.

Even better: the integration in your existing infrastructure is super easy. Just connect the ALLNET access point with your attached router
and you´re ready to go. Now you can adjust all of the individual demands and e.g. change the text on the printout or the SSID (displayed name)
of the access point. With a few steps you can offer a professional, secure and conforming to the law internet access. Since you can continue to
use your existing internet connection and we´re only offering the required hardware, you enter no contractual obligations.

Easy registration for guests

Easy configuration & installation

Automatic access control

Simple operation

High legal certainty

Separation of internal networks

fast, flexible and secure. Cordless liberty for more sales!

Stick the “Wifi HotSpot” sticker on the wall and show what you have to offer!
Now you can generate an individual printout for every guest and therefore guarantee a secure access.

Don´t miss the opportunity and cover yourself against legal consequences.
Once you´re offering your guests internet access, you are the responsible contact person for prosecution.
With an explicit assignment of the visitors and by knowing exactly which people used your internet access
and which webpages they visited, you can pass the liability on to the perpetrators.

You have legal certainty – your clients more comfort:
Advantages everywhere!
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INTERNET

NAS
data storage

for guests
If you´re not using a Wifi infrastructure yet, you can count on us as well.
In addition, we offer three business access points which can be used to assimilate the system reach to the physical structure.
And again: It´s plug and play!

Accessories:
ALLNET ALL02850N – 2,4 GHz access points with PoE
Coast-efficient entry-level model into the business class. Professional security features and management tools enable
a secure and reliable Wifi supply and offer the perfect base for your new HotSpot system.

Art. 104003

ALLNET ALL02860ND / Dual band access point with PoE
If you´re looking for an unremarkable attachment of your Wifi infrastructure this is the perfect product for you.
Because of the ceiling installation your access point will gain perfect emission and ensures outstanding coverage.

Art. 104002

ALLNET ALL02880ND / Dual band access point with PoE
The four antennas ensure wide reach and thanks to dual band technology,
implement a significant higher amount of simultaneous connections.

Art. 104001

USB-LAN extension for the ALL-HSO2530
With this adapter you can extend the HotSpot by a valuable LAN connection.

Art. 107403

Network storage device (NAS)
With the integration of a NAS you can archive all of the traffic data: fast, secure and reliable.

Art. 107157
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